
Introducing

Power Platform and 
QuickConfig



Making setup and 
service simplified
Permobil introduces QuickConfig and Power Platform 
- a software and electronic control system that makes parameter
setup and service simple for Permobil power wheelchairs*.

Programming simplified
QuickConfig is an app designed for service technicians, clinicians, and providers 
that offers a simpler way to configure parameters with a modern interface to set 
up the Permobil power wheelchair with the user’s preferred driving and seating 
characteristics and standing sequence. 

QuickConfig and Power Platform combine the four current parameter setup 
tools into one simple app that is intuitive and easy to use. This allows service 
technicians to execute the most common parameter settings with the touch of a 
button, saving time and ensuring the optimal user setup. 

The dashboard provides you access to quick guides that help you set up the most 
common parameter settings. Advanced setup parameters are available  
and can be altered by absolute values. 

Power Platform’s integrated web server allows set up of the wheelchair without 
WiFi availability. And once connected, the wheelchair will receive wireless 
firmware updates ensuring the latest functionality.

Service simplified
With fewer components and real-time insights, Power Platform enables improved 
diagnostic efficiencies and reduced service time. It not only simplifies the 
power wheelchair electronics, but also allows for quick programming of repair 
components based on your wheelchair’s stored settings in the app.

Set your preferred seat positions in the new joystick 
Individual seat memory functions remain available in the joystick and enable 
users to set up their preferred seat positions. Intuitive icons make it easy to store 
up to six memory functions. To gain access to real-time seating information, 
driving range estimations, distance travelled and more, we recommend that users 
download our free MyPermobil App.

*Power Platform and QuickConfig is available on selected Permobil power wheelchair models. Ask your local representative for more 
details. 



BoB
You can set position and send data to the 
chair with our new feature Biomechanics 
of Bodies, also known as BoB. 
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Training and certification
A certified training program is available through Permobil 
Academy. On demand training can be arranged with your 
local Permobil representative. 

Learn more about Permobil Academy: 

QuickConfig app available  
in Google Play and AppStore. 
Follow the guidelines in the app to set up your account. 


